
Bi-di�erential aluli and bi-Hamiltonian systemsM. CrampinDepartment of Applied Mathematis, The Open University,Walton Hall, Milton Keynes MK7 6AA, UK;W. SarletDepartment of Mathematial Physis and Astronomy,The University of GentKrijgslaan 281, B{9000 Gent, BelgiumG. ThompsonDepartment of Mathematis, The University of Toledo,2801 W. Banroft St., Toledo, Ohio 43606, USA.Marh 14, 2000In a reent paper in this journal [1℄ A.Dimakis and F.M�uller-Hoissen have shown howto generate onservation laws in ompletely integrable systems by using a bi-di�erentialalulus. In the onluding setion of their paper they ask how their approah `is relatedto various other haraterizations of ompletely integrable systems', and mention thebi-Hamiltonian formalism as one of these other approahes. We will briey disussaspets of the relationship between their work and the bi-Hamiltonian formalism in the�nite-dimensional ase.We will be onerned with bi-di�erential aluli over the exterior algebra 
(A) = V(M)on a manifold M , where A = C1(M) is the algebra of real-valued C1 funtions on M ,and where one of the derivations is the exterior derivative d. (Atually Dimakis andM�uller-Hoissen denote the derivation whih plays the role of the exterior derivative hereby Æ; we have thought it better to stik to the standard notation of di�erential geometry.)The seond derivation Æ, whih reates the bi-di�erential alulus, is required to be, liked, a derivation of degree 1 of the exterior algebra and to satisfyÆ2 = 0; dÆ + Æd = 0:Our �rst observation is that, aording to Fr�oliher-Nijenhuis theory, a derivation ofdegree 1 whih (anti-)ommutes with d (that is, a derivation of type d� in the terminologyof Fr�oliher and Nijenhuis) must be of the form Æ = dR for some type (1; 1) tensor �eld1



R on M ; and that the neessary and suÆient ondition for dR to satisfy dR2 = 0 isthat the torsion, or Nijenhuis tensor, of R must be zero. Thus in this partiular ase,bi-di�erential aluli are in one-one orrespondene with type (1; 1) tensor �elds withvanishing torsion.We will be onerned below mainly with the ation of dR on C1(M), for whih we havethe formula dRf = R�(df), where we think of the tensor R as a homomorphism of themodule of vetor �elds onM , and R� as its adjoint ating on 1-forms. In fat a derivationÆ of type d� is determined by its ation on funtions | the ondition dÆ+Æd = 0 de�nesits ation on s-forms for s � 1 | and it is easy to see that if Æ is of degree 1 its ationon funtions must be given by Æf = R�(df) for some R.The basi step in the onstrution of Dimakis and M�uller-Hoissen is to de�ne indutivelya sequene of (s� 1)-forms �(m), m = 0; 1; 2; : : : , where s is an integer for whih loseds-forms are exat, by the rule d�(m+1) = dR�(m):That this is possible follows from the ommutation relation ddR+dRd = 0: we have, form � 1, ddR�(m) = �dRd�(m) = �dR2�(m�1) = 0;so the sheme is onsistent provided that ddR�(0) = �dRd�(0) = 0.To make the orrespondene with bi-Hamiltonian systems we suppose that M is a Pois-son manifold, whose Poisson struture omes from a sympleti form !0; that R and !0are suh that for every pair of vetor �elds X and Y on M ,!0(R(X); Y ) = !0(X;R(Y ));so that !1, de�ned by !1(X;Y ) = !0(R(X); Y ), is a 2-form; and that d!1 = 0. Then ifwe set, for f; g 2 C1(M), ff; gg1 = !1(Xf ;Xg)where Xf is the Hamiltonian vetor �eld orresponding to f with respet to !0, thenf�; �g1 is bilinear over IR, skew-symmetri, and satis�es the derivation propertyff; ghg1 = gff; hg1 + ff; gg1h:Furthermore, it follows from the vanishing of the torsion of R, together with the losureof !1, that the Jaobi identity holds, so that f�; �g1 is a seond Poisson braket on M ,whih is moreover ompatible with f�; �g0, the Poisson braket oming from !0. Thus insuh a ase a bi-di�erential alulus endows M with a Poisson-Nijenhuis struture, thatis, with a seond Poisson braket ompatible with the �rst; R is the reursion tensor ofthe struture.The onstrution of the �(m), in the ase s = 1, translates into the terminology ofPoisson brakets as follows. We assume that M is suh that losed 1-forms are exat.2



From the de�nition,ff; gg1 = !1(Xf ;Xg) = !0(Xf ; R(Xg)) = �R(Xg)f = �dRf(Xg);thus the indutive de�nition of the funtions �(m) an be expressed as follows:f�(m+1); �g0 = f�(m); �g1:It is easy to show that funtions �(m) so de�ned are in involution with respet to bothPoisson brakets | we shall outline the proof of a more general result below.Dimakis and M�uller-Hoissen usually impose the initial ondition that d�(0) = 0. How-ever, the sheme will also work with the less restritive initial ondition that ddR�(0) =�dRd�(0) = 0, as they remark and as we remarked above. We will show that, undersuÆiently generi onditions, the sum of the eigenfuntions of R satis�es this ondition.Note �rst that if X is an eigenvetor�eld of R with eigenfuntion �, and if X 0 is aneigenvetor�eld of R with eigenfuntion �0, then from the symmetry ondition on R(�� �0)!0(X;X 0) = 0:It follows that R an have at most n funtionally independent eigenfuntions, wheredimM = 2n. We onsider the ase in whih R has n funtionally independent eigen-funtions, the maximum number, suh that where the eigenvalues are distint eah isdoubly degenerate. It follows from the vanishing of the torsion of R that if the eigen-funtions are �a, a = 1; 2; : : : ; n, and Xa is any eigenvetor�eld orresponding to �a,then Xa(�b) = 0; b 6= a:It is lear from dimensional onsiderations that the 2-dimensional eigendistribution or-responding to �a must ontain a 1-dimensional subspae hYai suh that Ya(�a) = 0; andwe may therefore hoose a (loal) basis of vetor �elds fYa; Za j a = 1; 2; : : : ; ng suhthat for eah a, hYa; Zai is the eigendistribution orresponding to �a, Ya(�a) = 0, andZa(�a) = 1. Now set �(0) = nXa=1 �a:Then for any eigenvetor�eld Xa,dR�(0)(Xa) = nXb=1 d�b(R(Xa)) = �aXa(�a) = ( 0 if Xa = Ya�a if Xa = Za:It follows that dR�(0) = nXa=1 �ad�a = 12d nXa=1 �a2! :3



The sequene of funtions generated in this ase an, without essential loss of generality,be taken to be the sums of the powers of the eigenfuntions of R, or equivalently thetraes of the powers of R. We therefore reover the result that the traes of the powersof the reursion tensor of a Poisson-Nijenhuis struture are in involution with respet toboth Poisson brakets. (The sequene of funtions generated by the sheme of Dimakisand M�uller-Hoissen is in priniple in�nite, but of ourse only the �rst n elements of thesequene are funtionally independent.)We an also give a simple example of what Dimakis and M�uller-Hoissen all a gaugedbi-di�erential alulus. In a gauged bi-di�erential alulus the derivations d and Æ arereplaed by operators Dd = d+A; DÆ = Æ +B;where in general A and B are square matries of 1-forms and the operators at on squarematries of forms. The operators have to satisfy the onditionsDd2 = DÆ2 = 0; DdDÆ +DÆDd = 0:In our example the operators at on funtions and Dd = d; however,DÆ = dR + df;where dR is the derivation of type d and degree 1 assoiated with the type (1; 1) tensorR as before, and f is a funtion whose properties are to be spei�ed. It is easy to seethat DdDÆ +DÆDd = 0 follows from the fat that ddR + dRd = 0. If we assume that Rhas zero torsion, so that dR2 = 0, then the ondition that DÆ2 = 0 redues to dRdf = 0.If f satis�es this ondition then we have a graded bi-di�erential alulus.Following Dimakis and M�uller-Hoissen we now have a new sheme for indutively gen-erating a sequene of funtions �(m), m = 0; 1; 2; : : : :d�(m+1) = dR�(m) + �(m)df:(The original sheme is of ourse obtained by setting f = 0.) The onsisteny of thissheme follows from the general theory in [1℄, but an easily be demonstrated diretly;we require that d(dR�(m) + �(m)df) = �dRd�(m) + d�(m) ^ df = 0;for m > 1 we have�dR(dR�(m�1) + �(m�1)df) + d�(m) ^ df= (d�(m) � dR�(m�1)) ^ df � �(m�1)dRdf = ��(m�1)dRdf = 0:We shall take for initial funtion �(0) = 1: then �(1) = f , apart from a onstant whihwill be ignored. We now show that the funtions so generated are in involution with4



respet to both Poisson brakets. The rule for generating �(m+1), when expressed interms of Poisson brakets, and with f replaed by �(1), isf�(m+1); �g0 = f�(m); �g1 + �(m)f�(1); �g0:Assume that f�(i); �(j)g0 = f�(i); �(j)g1 = 0 for all i, j with 1 � i; j � m: we show thatthe same is true with m+ 1 in plae of m. First, for 1 � i � mf�(m+1); �(i)g0 = f�(m); �(i)g1 + �(m)f�(1); �(i)g0 = 0:Then 0 = f�(i+1); �(m+1)g0 = f�(i); �(m+1)g1 + �(i)f�(1); �(m+1)g0;whene f�(i); �(m+1)g1 = 0.Suppose that we take f to be the sum of the eigenfuntions of R, as before. It an thenbe shown that the funtions so generated are the elementary symmetri polynomials inthe eigenfuntions of R; and these funtions are again in involution with respet to bothPoisson brakets.The onstrution just desribed appears in a reent paper by Ibort, Magri and Marmo[2℄, whih is onerned with the so-alled Gelfand-Zakharevih bi-Hamiltonian systemsand their appliation to the problem of the separation of variables in the Hamilton-Jaobi equation for Hamiltonians of mehanial type. The proof that the funtions �(m)are the elementary symmetri polynomials in the eigenfuntions of R may be foundthere.A paper ontaining, among other things, a more detailed disussion of the issues raisedabove is being prepared by the present authors.Referenes[1℄ A.Dimakis and F.M�uller-Hoissen. Bi-di�erential aluli and integrable mod-els. J. Phys. A: Math. Gen. 33 (2000), 957{974.[2℄ A. Ibort, F.Magri and G.Marmo. Bihamiltonian strutures and St�akel sepa-rability. Preprint: University Carlos III, Madrid (1999).
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